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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to characterize a class of
non-degenerate ruled surfaces in Rj, which are said to be null scrolls,
satisfying the condition A£ = A£, where £ denote their Gauss maps
and Aeal(3,R).
1. Introduction
Let H2(―1) (resp. S2(t)) be the 2-dimensional hyperbolic space of constant
curvature ―1 (resp. the 2-dimensional de Sitter space of constant curvature 1)
in the 3-dimensional Minkowski space Rf. Let M be a space-like surface (resp.
time-like surface) in R* and £ a unit vector field normal to M. Then, for any
point z in M, we regard £(z)as a point in U2(-l) (resp. S2(＼)) by the parallel
translation to the origin in the ambient space R*. The map £ of M into H2(―l)
(resp. 5^(1)) is called the Gauss map of M. In this paper, we give a geometric
characterization for a class of non-degenerate ruled surfaces in Rf satisfying
AZ = AZ(Aegl(3,R)).
Let Rn denote the ^-dimensional Euclidean space and SQ~l(l/r2) the
hypersphere of R" centered at the origin with radius r. In the theory of minimal
submanifolds in Rn, Takahashi's theorem [11] is one of interesting results.The
theorem gives an important relationship between the theory of minimal sub-
manifolds in SQ~l(l/r2) (<=JT) and that of eigenvalues of the Laplacian. From
the viewpoint of this result, Chen [3], [4] generalized the notion of minimal
submanifolds in SQ~l(l/r2) to that of submanifolds of finite type in Rn, and
developed the theory of them greatly. Let M be an w-dimensional Riemannian
manifold, x an isometric immersion of M into Rm+l and A the Laplacian of M.
Generalizing the notion of minimal submanifolds in ST~l(＼/r2) another way,
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Garay [8] also studied hypersurfaces in Rn satisfying the condition Ax = Ax,
where A denotes a constant diagonal (m + 1) x (m + 1) matrix.
On the other hand, Chen and Piccinni [2] characterized ^-dimensional
submanifolds M in Rm satisfying AG = AG (A e J?), where G : M -> G(n, m) c RN
(N =
mCn) denote the generalized
Gauss maps of M. Baikoussis and Blair [1]
also characterized surfaces in R3 satisfying A£ = A£[A e gl(3,R)), where £ denote
their Gauss maps.
As a Lorentzian version to [1], in [5] and [6], the first author has considered
the Gauss maps £ of space-likes or time-like surfaces in Rj satisfying the fol-
lowing equation
A£ = A£, Aegl{3,R),
where gl(5,R) denotes the set of all real 3 x 3-matrices. The first author has
proved rigidity theorems only for surfaces of revolution and ruled surfaces along
any non-null curve in J?3.
In this paper let us consider a null curve cc with null frame F = {X, Y,Z}.
Then (a, F) is called a framed null curve with frame F. A non-degenerate ruled
surface M in R＼ along a parametrized by
x(s,t) = a(s) + tY{s)
is called a null scroll. It is a time-like surface. The purpose of this paper is to give
a geometric characterization for null scrolls satisfying A^ = At, in terms of the
function kn and the third curvature k^ (See 82).
Theorem. Let M be a null scroll along the framed null curve with proper
frame field. Then the Gauss map £ of M satisfies
A£ = A£, Aegl(3,R)
if and only if the mean curvature H = {k?,/ko)is constant.In thiscase, A is always
equal to a scalar matrix.
A framed null curve (a, F) with the function ko = 1 and the firstcurvature
k＼= 0 is said to be a Carton framed null curve. Moreover, for a Cartan framed
null curve a with Cartan frame F = {X, Y, Z} thiskind of ruled surface is said to
be a B-scroll (See Graves [91).
Corollary. Let M be a B-scrollalong theframed null curve (a, F). Then the
Gauss map £ of M satisfiesthe condition
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A£ = A£, AegI(3,R)
if and only if the third curvature k^ is constant.
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2. Null scrollsin the Minkowski 3-space
Let us review the terminology and fundamental properties for a null scroll M
in R＼. Here we refer to [7] and [9].The purpose of this section is to represent the
Laplacian A on M explicitlyin terms of curvatures of the framed null curve, and
to calculate the Gaussian curvature K and the mean curvature H of this null
scroll.
R＼ is by definition the 3-dimensional vector space R3 with the inner product
of signature (1,2) given by
<x,y) = -x＼y＼+ x2yi + x3jF3
for any column vectors x = t(xi,X2,xs), y = t(yi,y2,y3)£R3- Let {ei,e2,ej,} be
the standard orthonormal basis of J?3 given by
e, ='(1,0,0), e2 ='(0,1,0), e3 ='(0,0,1).
A basis F = {X, Y,Z} of J?3 is called a (proper) null frame if it satisfiesthe
following conditions:
<x,x> = <y, r> = o, <x,r> = -i,
z = X x Y = ^L1e≪det[Jr,y,≪/]g/,
where ei = ―1, e2 = £3= 1. Hence we obtain that
<x,z> = <r,z> = o, <z,z> = i.
A vector V in R＼ is said to be null if <F, Vs) = 0.
Let a = a(5) be a null curve in /?f,namely, a smooth curve whose tangent
vectors a!(s)sltqnull. For a given smooth positive function ko = fco(s)let us put
X = X{s) = kQla'. Then Xis a null vector fieldalong a. Moreover, there existsa
null vector field Y= Y(s) along a satisfying <X, F> = ―1. Here if we put
Z = X x F, then we can obtain a (proper) null frame fieldF ―{X, Y, Z} along
a. In thiscase the pair (a,F) is said to be a (proper) framed null curve. A framed
null curve (a.F) satisfiesthe following, so called the Frenet equation:
(2.1)
Xt(s)=kl(s)X(s)+k2{s)Z(s),
r{s) = -kl(s)Y(s)+ki(s)Z(s)
Zl(S)=k3(S)X(s)+k2(s)Y(S),
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where ki = ki(s),i= 1,2,3 are smooth functions defined by
kx = -(x',Y＼ £2 = <x',z>, fc3 = <r,z>.
The function kt is called an i-th curvature of the framed curve. It follows from the
fundamental theorem of ordinary differentialequations that a framed null curve
(a,F) = (a(s),F(s)) is uniquely determined by the functions ko (> 0), k＼,ki, kj,
and the initialcondition.
A framed null curve (a, F) with k$ = ＼and k＼= 0 is called a Carton framed
null curve and the frame field F is called a Carton frame.
Let (a,F) = {a(s),F(s)) be a null curve with frame F = {X, Y,Z}. A ruled
surface M along a parametrized by
x(s,t)=<x{s) + tY(s),
is called a null scroll. It is a time-like surface.
s e I, t e J
Furthermore, for a Cartan framed
null curve a with Cartan frame F = {X, Y, Z} the ruled surfacesis called a B-scroll.
From the Frenet equation (2.1), the natural frame {xy,x,} on the null scroll
M is obtained by
xs = koX-kltY + k3tZ, xt=Y,
and the firstfundamental form g on M is given by
g = gn{ds)2 + 2gn ds-dt + g2i(dt)2,
011 = 2k0kit + kjt2, gn = -k0, g22 = 0.
Hence the null scroll M is a time like surface, namely, det g < 0 everywhere
on M. Let gij (/,/'= 1,2) denote the components of the inverse matrix g~l:
(2.2) -l__±f°
9 - *02U
k0
(k3t)2 + 2k0kit
One can show that the Laplacian A of M is
(2.3) A = -
1
U^'i*-"U dxt
BK{(-
)
dsl
(
expressed as
kjt2 + 2kok＼t
■
)£}
j5 (kjt+ koh)- + p {k]t2+ 2kQkxt)-^,
11
kQ [8s
2_tf_
ko dsdt
+
where c denotes the determinant of (0,7)
2 /
+ -^(k23t + k0kl)l- &0
/
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Let £be the unit normal vector field on the null scroll M in R＼ defined by
(2.4) z = --±tY-Z.
Then, itis a space-like normal vector fieldto M. Thus, for any point x in M, we
can regard £(s)as a point in Sj(＼) by the parallel translation to the origin in the
ambient space Rj. The map £ of M into S＼{＼)is called the Gauss map of M in
R＼. So, the components hij,i,j =1,2, of the second fundamental form of M in
R＼ are given by
hn = g(xst,^ ) = -k3, hn = g(xtt,Q = 0
since x^ = xto = Y' = -A:iF + A:3Z, x≪= 0. Accordingly, the Gaussian curvature
K and the mean curvature H of the null scroll M is given by respectively
H=l-ZijgVhij = gl2hl2=^,
I /Co
and
_ -hnh22 + ti{2
2 ~~
011022 -012
k0
( )"
From the last formula we can assert
Proposition. A null scroll M along the framed null curve a in R% is flat if
and only if the third curvature k^ of a vanishes identically.
3. Proof of Theorem
In this section, let us prove the Theorem in the introduction.
Since £ = ―(ksfko)tY ― Z, by applying the Frenet equation (2.1), the
Laplacian of £ is calculated as follows:
2 d2t
(3.1) A£ = -
ka dsdt
1
_
d£
.
1 82{
+ £2(*3' + *0*l)^ + £2(*f':l+ 2k0klt)-^;
jl(*£*3-*o*£
+ *o*i*3)r-
ko ＼koj ＼koj
k0
z<
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This implies that if the mean curvature if = (kj/ko) is constant, then the Gauss
map £ of M is of 1-type:
A£ = 2H2£,
namely, the Gauss map £: Af ―>5^(1) is harmonic (cf. [10]). Thus the Gauss
map satisfiedthe following formula in Theorem
(3.2) Af = i4£, Aegl(3,R).
Now let us consider the converse. Assume that the Gauss map t,of the null
scroll M satisfies(3.2). Then, for the matrix A we have by (2.4),(3.1) and (3.2)
fetH
for the parameter t.Then we have
(3.3)
(3.4)
k0
k0
)･
■
}
<&'
k0 ＼koj
Y + 2
&
(9*
We put k = (ki/ko). Differentiating (3.3) with respect to the parameter s,
we get
(3.5) k'AY + k{AY)' = 2{3k2k'Y + k3Y').
On the other hand, the Frenet equation (2.1) gives
(A Y)' = AY' = -kiA Y + k3AZ.
From this together with (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we have kk'Y = 0, which implies
that k2 is constant. It completes the proof of Theorem.
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